There once was two paths, but one was taken,

of this I am sure, I'm not mistaken.

Two paths through the mists with unsure destinations
But only one path to take, one choice with resignation.

I once had a dream, of a possible future.
This path was set, this dream I nurtured.
But somewhere among the mists, among tangled paths I lost my way.

And I became confused on which path to stay.
So I'm here to tell you, I'm not mistaken.
You must beware, of the path forsaken!

The receiver of nations has confused my way:
Opportunities squandered, of bad choices I've made.

The forsaken path has me so confused,
of logic, or emotions of this I must choose.

I've walked through this life, it's a terrible dream,
Confusion and darkness, makes a man want to scream.

There was once a path of success that I sought.
A vision of me in the future, a dream into which I bought.
But I did not heed the poison people around me.
With their greed, envy, and hate did they surround me.

I've made a lot of choices, both good and bad.
But people only remember bad choices that I've had.

I'm a good person with only bad choices in life.
I'm in a nightmare of hateful people with strife.

Now I understand why some choose the suicide path.
To end the nightmare of hateful people at last.

I write this to keep the dream alive.
To awaken people so they may survive.
The choices we make, must love awaken
of this I am certain, I'm not mistaken.

Be kind to one another, forgive and forget.
All life is precious, oh how we forget.

We are all one people, sisters and brothers.
Divide us not from one another.

Finally beware the path forsaken.
I tell you this, and I'm not mistaken.
It is a wide path that many have taken
of greed, envy, and hates final destination.